
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of program advisor. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for program advisor

Provide guidance to all prospective students pursuing graduate studies in the
Department
Maintain and update student information and track student progress in
MyGradProgram and other databases as necessary, reconciling with
Department and Graduate School policies and procedures affecting student
progress toward a degree
Ensure compliance, of applicable requirements and procedures, (Department,
College, University, State, and Federal), related to administration of the
graduate program
Provide administrative, information technology, and database support to
implement the Navy random polygraph program
Develop integrated training products to meet National, DOD, and Service
mission training requirements, addressing part of the overarching Navy
mission training requirement as directed within the Executive Order 13587,
DOD Directive 5205.16, SECNAV Instruction 5510.37 and OPNAV Instruction
5510.165
Develop enterprise architecture alignment reports to highlight challenges or
concerns with current or planned initiatives and recommend associated
mitigation solutions
Document recommendations and develop analytic and mission support
products
Develop various briefs, presentations, data drills, processes, metrics, and
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Meet with the customer on a weekly basis to highlight planned and ongoing
tasks, any concerns that may negatively impact Navy programs
Meet with the customer on a monthly basis to hold discussions to ensure
mission assurance and review personnel assigned to the program, status of
potential impacts (i.e., upcoming leave, training, or departures), replacement
personnel and overlap, and deliverable status

Qualifications for program advisor

Experience program managing global matrix teams
Working knowledge of EMC/Virtustream products and solutions
Working understanding of storage implementations
A Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent from an accredited institution
A Secret clearance is required for this position
Demonstrated knowledge of foreign affairs


